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OVERVIEW

Australia’s economic future will depend on successfully driving innovation and productivity growth. Digital free trade and the free flow of data supports these by improving firm competitiveness and by providing critical economies of scale (via open global markets), which also underpins the ability of Australian firms to invest in the research and development needed for future innovation. However, policymakers need to make conscientious decisions to convert this potential scale into economic value. A pro-active and digitally-focused trade policy is definitely one of the many levers Australian policymakers should use when seeking to build an international framework that supports free and open digital trade. It needs to be a priority as, collectively, countries that support the international trading system have not done enough to ensure it adjusts to the data-driven nature of 21st-century trade, from its (largely successful) focus on addressing barriers to traditional 20th-century trade (tariffs). In this way, Australia’s economic and trade policy strategies will need to reflect the emerging set of behind-the-border digital trade barriers that countries are enacting in an attempt to give their local firms an unfair advantage.

Australia has already taken many steps to ensure its trade policy reflects the increasingly digital nature of international trade and economic activity. This is reflected in the fact that 9 of Australia’s 10 existing free trade agreements include e-commerce provisions. Australia’s commitment to negotiating and completing the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and its high-standard e-commerce provisions go a long way toward setting new global standards on many digital trade issues. This Senate inquiry, the “2017 Foreign Policy White Paper,” the Department of Industry, Innovation, and Science’s report on “The Digital Economy: Opening Up the Conversation,” and the Australian government’s International Cyber Engagement Strategy are all welcome steps toward revising and shifting Australia’s focus, goals, resources, and structures toward digital issues. Yet, much more can be done to ensure Australian firms are best placed to benefit from trade rules that addresses modern digital issues, as this report outlines. Australia is well placed to build on this progress and use it as the basis for heightened engagement internationally on new rules, norms, and cooperation to support an open and competitive global digital economy.

In reviewing its trade policy, Australia needs to recognize that it cannot afford to stand still, as it is in a global race for innovation advantage. Countries increasingly recognize that conscientious policy decisions impart a tremendous impact on the levels of innovation their economies and societies produce, as ITIF identifies in Innovation Economics: The Race for Global Advantage. China, the United States, the European Union, and many other countries are pursuing policies that support their own ability to innovate and compete in new technology. Unfortunately, as this global race for innovation advantage intensifies, many countries have turned to “innovation mercantilism”—a strategy that seeks to achieve prosperity by imposing protectionist-and trade-distorting policies that tip market scales in favor of local firms in order to help them expand domestic technology production. These destructive “beggar-thy-neighbor” tactics are intended to either replace imports with domestic production or to unfairly promote exports. Countries are increasingly using such innovation mercantilist policies in high-value tech sectors such as computers and electronics and Internet services, including by introducing barriers to data flows. Australia’s trade policy needs to adjust to this race and the changing nature of protectionism.
The following submission covers several critical policy issues relevant to the Committee’s investigation into the trading system, the digital economy, and Australian trade policy. Firstly, the submission focuses on the critical role of data to digital trade, the rationales countries use to enact barriers to data flows, and the impact of these barriers, including relevant econometric studies that estimate the cost of barriers to data flows, including local data residency requirements. In addition to this, Appendix A-D provides a number of case studies to show how China, Indonesia, Vietnam, and Russia have enacted a range of barriers to digital trade, while Appendix E provides an extensive list of data localization policies in these countries and others around the world. The submission then examines issues around the measurement of data flows and digital trade in Australia, which needs improvement in order to provide a better basis of understanding for policymakers. Building on this, the submission analyzes how Australia should do more to improve the measurement of data flows and digital trade at the multilateral level, along with efforts to push multilateral organizations to do more to identify and report on barriers to both data flows and digital trade. In conclusion, the submission looks at the critical role of intellectual property in digital trade.

THE CRITICAL ROLE OF DATA

Australia’s digital trade policy should be built on the central feature of the global digital economy—the free flow of data. Provisions and policies that protect the free flow of data—all types, such as health, financial, and other personal data—are critical to this as there is uncertainty about whether current trade rules apply to data, a fact which many countries are exploiting to enact barriers (which this submission will address later). Data should be viewed as central as it is the lifeblood of the modern global economy. Digital trade and cross-border data flows are expected to continue to grow faster than the overall rate of global trade. Businesses use data to create value and many can only maximize that value when data can flow freely across borders.

The increased digitalization of organizations, driven by the rapid adoption of technologies like mobile devices, cloud computing, and the Internet of Things, has increased the importance of data as an input to commerce, impacting not just information industries, but traditional industries as well. (In fact, 75 percent of the value of data flows over the Internet accrue to traditional industries such as manufacturing.) Furthermore, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) estimates that about 50 percent of all traded services are enabled by the technology sector, including by cross-border data flows. The use of data analytics in virtually all industries has streamlined business practices and increased efficiency, but also made the movement of data more important. For example, a 2014 survey found that data analytics are important to 60 percent of U.S. and European businesses with 50 or fewer employees. Organizations increasingly rely on data for a number of purposes, including to monitor production systems, manage global workforces, monitor supply chains, and support products in the field in real-time. Companies collect and analyze personal data to better understand customers’ preferences and willingness to pay and adapt their products and services accordingly. It is a simple fact that international trade involving consumers cannot take place without collecting and sending personal data across borders—such as names, addresses, billing information, etc. McKinsey’s report “Digital Australia: Seizing Opportunities from the Fourth Industrial Revolution” showcases the size of the benefit of data-driven innovation to Australia, estimating that the broad category of digital technologies could contribute AU$140 billion to AU$250 billion to Australia’s GDP by 2025.
In “Cross-Border Data Flows Enable Growth in All Industries,” ITIF showed how data flows are critical to all sectors of an economy, not just tech. For example, it included a case study of Rio Tinto, which has operations in over 40 countries across six continents. To make its mining operations more efficient, Rio Tinto created its “Mine of the Future” program to “identify the size, location and quality of ore” by aggregating the data it collects in real time. Rio Tinto collects this data from both the trucks and the drills that it uses in its mines all around the world. This information is then processed at its Processing Excellence Centre (PEC) in Brisbane, Australia, generating millions of dollars in savings across its international organization by rooting out logistics inefficiencies. PEC analyzes data from five of the company’s mines in Australia, as well as mines in both the United States and Mongolia. It receives data about 100 milliseconds after it is produced from the mines and then examines that data with 20 different analytical systems. Each day the PEC sends and receives around 30 gigabytes to and from its operations. It currently stores around five terabytes of this data for analysis. PEC also connects to the data systems at each of its individual operations, forming “a common operational picture between the PEC and partner sites.” This process incorporates a variety of data from laboratories, process surveillance cameras, control systems, maintenance system logs, and several other sources.

**Barriers to Data Flows and Digital Trade**

A good foundation for a review of Australia’s trade policy in the age of digital trade should be, in part, built to reflect the nature of the barriers to digital trade that are emerging, especially barriers to data flows. Despite the significant benefits to companies, consumers, and national economies that arise from the ability of organizations to easily share data across borders, dozens of countries—across every stage of development—have erected barriers to cross-border data flows, such as data-residency requirements that confine data within a country’s borders, a concept known as “data localization.” Data localization can be explicitly required by law or be the de facto result of a culmination of other restrictive policies that make it unfeasible to transfer data, such as requiring companies to store a copy of the data locally, requiring companies to process data locally, and mandating individual or government consent for data transfers. These policies represent a new barrier to global digital trade. Cutting off data flows or making such flows harder or more expensive puts foreign firms at a disadvantage. This is especially the case for small and solely Internet-based firms and platforms that do not have the resources to deal with burdensome restrictions in every country in which they may have customers. In essence, these tactics constitute “data protectionism” because they keep foreign competitors out of domestic markets. ITIF has written extensively on barriers to data flows, including in “Cross-Border Data Flows: Where Are the Barriers, and What Do They Cost?”

The sizeable and growing threat to free trade in data puts the global digital economy at risk. This section examines the main justifications countries offer when they enact barriers to data flows and analyzes the cost of these barriers.

**The Three “Justifications” for Data Localization**

This section analyzes the privacy and security “justifications” nations offer for enacting barriers to data flows, concluding that, while such policies may be well intentioned, these rationales are generally not valid.
Privacy and Cybersecurity Rationales

At the heart of privacy- and cybersecurity-based localization policies lies the mistaken belief—held by a number of policymakers around the world—that data is more private and secure when it is stored within a country’s borders. However, in most instances, data-localization mandates do not increase commercial privacy nor data security.22

For both of these issues, companies that have a legal nexus in a country—which places the company in that country’s jurisdiction—must comply with the country’s privacy and data protection laws—wherever they store the data. Companies can’t escape complying with a nation’s laws by transferring data overseas. For example, a global bank or manufacturer that has branches or plants in a nation is subject to that nation’s privacy and security laws and regulations. As such, the enterprise must comply with a counter’s data privacy and protection rules whether it stores the data in the host country, in the home country of the foreign company, or even in a third country. Companies simply cannot escape from complying with a nation’s laws by transferring data overseas. For this reason, companies should be able to move data wherever, since they are still subject to national privacy and security laws.

Policymakers focusing on geography to solve privacy and cybersecurity concerns are missing the point. Consumers and businesses can rely on contracts or laws to limit voluntary disclosures to ensure that data stored abroad receives the same level of protection as data stored at home. In the case of inadvertent disclosures of data (e.g., security breaches), to the extent nations have security laws and regulations, again a company operating in the nation is subject to those laws, regardless of where the data are stored. Moreover, security breaches can happen no matter where data are stored—data centers everywhere are exposed to similar risks. Such disclosures are almost always the result of security failures, such as hackers breaking into a corporate network to steal data, government agencies tapping into telecommunications links, or employees mistakenly posting sensitive data in a public forum. What is important is that the company involved (either a company with its own networks or a third-party cloud provider) be dedicated to implementing the most advanced methods to prevent such attacks. The nation in which these systems are located has no effect on security.

Moreover, policymakers misunderstand that the confidentiality of data does not generally depend on which country the information is stored in, only on the measures used to store it securely. A secure server in Colombia is no different from a secure server in Brazil. Data security depends on the technical, physical, and administrative controls implemented by the service provider, which can be strong or weak, regardless of where the data is stored. For example, in a practice that protects both data privacy and security, some cloud-computing companies have upgraded security controls so that customers retain the keys used to encrypt data before it is uploaded, thereby preventing third parties, including the cloud companies themselves, from accessing their data.23 While cloud computing does not guarantee security, and organizations should investigate the terms of service and security practices of any service provider, cloud computing will likely lead to better overall security because implementing a robust security program requires resources and expertise, which is what many small and mid-sized organizations lack, but large-scale cloud-computing providers can offer.
Government Access to Data
The second motivation often given for why countries enact data-localization policies are concerns over government access to data. Governments obviously need a legal process to facilitate legitimate requests to access data for law enforcement and national security purposes. But this is where the focus should be—mandating ways to ensure access, not focusing on geography. Part of this is based on fear or uncertainty that other countries will withhold data that they may want in the future, whether for regulatory or legal issues. These uncertainties arise as modern technology and business operations means that multiple companies, individuals, and jurisdictions can be involved in owning, storing, and accessing data. For example, there was a recent dispute involving the U.S. Department of Justice and Microsoft about the jurisdiction of data relating to a criminal investigation of a person whose data is stored in Ireland. Thankfully, a new U.S. law—the CLOUD Act—created a legal pathway for the United States to form agreements with other nations that make it easier for law enforcement to collect data stored on foreign soil. Given the new law, both sides of the case have asked that the U.S. Supreme Court to drop the case. However, this simply highlights the need to revise this antiquated process—state-to-state mutual legal assistance treaties—by which countries request assistance to transfer evidence from other countries, as ITIF argues in “How Law Enforcement Should Access Data Across Borders.”

Economic Development—“Digital Mercantilism”
The final justification countries use for data localization is to spur local economic development—yet this just constitutes a new form of “digital” mercantilism. Some countries believe data localization offers a quick way to force high-tech economic activity to take place within their borders—a new form of “digital mercantilism”—similar to how countries use local content requirements and tariffs to protect local manufacturing operations. Given that traditional trade-protectionism tools, such as tariffs, do not work as readily on digital economic activity, countries pursuing digital mercantilism are reverting to “behind-the-border” regulations and technical requirements, such as data localization. These barriers represent the most significant issue for digital trade. For the worst offenders of digital mercantilism, such as Indonesia, Nigeria, Russia, and China, data localization is often just one of many mercantilist tools used to target foreign firms and goods to give local firms an unfair advantage.

Such countries believe that if they restrict data flows they will gain a net economic advantage from companies relocating data-related jobs to their nation. These policymakers believe that, if they restrict data flows, their countries will gain a net economic advantage from companies being forced to relocate data-related jobs to their nations. But these supposed benefits of data-localization policies are misunderstood. Data centers have become more automated, meaning that the number of jobs associated with each facility, especially for technical staff, has decreased. While data centers contain expensive hardware (which is usually imported) and create some temporary construction jobs, they employ relatively few full-time staff. For example, in 2011, a $1 billion data center built by Apple in North Carolina created only 50 full-time jobs and another 250 support jobs in the local community in areas such as security and maintenance. Similarly, a new Microsoft data center in Virginia was expected to create at most several dozen permanent jobs. As this report shows below, the economic benefit from these jobs is outweighed by the increased costs of data processing following on these policies.
The Costs of Barriers to Cross-Border Data Flows

Barriers to data flows—whether due to privacy and cybersecurity concerns, law enforcement, or digital mercantilism—affect a growing share of economic activity. Despite the mistaken rationales and self-inflicted damage data localization policies cause, these misguided views are spreading and threaten the foundational role that data plays in today’s economy. This section analyzes how barriers to data flows affect firm competitiveness as well as economic productivity and innovation.

**Barriers to Data Flows Undermine Firm Competitiveness and Economic Productivity**

Maximizing the value of data requires it to be moveable. Innovation and economic growth is increasingly driven by how firms collect, transfer, analyze, and act on data. Absent policy-created “data protectionism,” digital trade and cross-border data flows are expected to continue to grow much faster than the overall rate of global trade.

At the firm level, barriers to data flows make firms less competitive, as a company will be forced to spend more than necessary on information technology (IT) services. Companies will likely have to pay more for data-storage services, especially those in smaller countries (which will not naturally be home to a data center). Such barriers also prevent companies from transferring data that’s needed for day-to-day activities, such as for human resources, which means companies may have to pay for duplicative services. Likewise, companies may be compelled to spend more on compliance activities, such as hiring a data-protection officer, or putting in place software and systems to get individuals’ or the government’s approval to transfer data. These additional costs are either borne by the customer or the firm, which undermines the firm’s competitiveness (especially for foreign firms who are at some disadvantage vis-a-vis domestic firms) by cutting into profit margins.

This economic impact ripples throughout an economy as barriers to data flows affect data processing and Internet services—or any service that depends on the use of data for delivery, which in today’s economy is most. For example, if Brazil had proceeded with its proposed data-localization plan, it would have forced companies to pay an average of 54 percent more for some cloud-computing services. As the studies in this report show, these additional costs detract from firm and industry competitiveness as well as a country’s economy more broadly. The opportunity cost is that the resources could otherwise go toward hiring new employees or buying new equipment.

**Barriers to Cross-Border Data Flows Undermine Innovation and Access to Innovative Services**

Organizations use data to create better insights, which, in turn, lead to innovation. Businesses use data to enhance research and development, develop new products and services, create new production or delivery processes, improve marketing, and establish new organizational and management approaches. Countries which enact barriers to data flows make it harder and more expensive for their companies to gain exposure and to benefit from the ideas, research, technologies, and best practices that accompany data flows and the innovative new goods and services that rely on data. Countries that artificially prop up domestic businesses with such digital-protectionist policies set themselves up to fail because their enterprises will always be less competitive and innovative than those companies in global markets that operate without similar protection.
Barriers to data flows also mean delays and higher costs in the development of new and innovative goods, as companies may be unable to use their preferred research partners and are forced to use second-choice research ones (if they do so at all). Data localization policies undermine the ability of companies, such as Procter & Gamble (P&G), that use new and innovative global “open innovation” platforms to facilitate collaboration among firms, universities, and other research organizations to drive their own innovation.31

Likewise, these barriers can impede important medical research. Compared to other categories of data, health data is much less “liquid” and is therefore underutilized due to the barriers put around this data.32 This has consequences. For example, disease does not stop at national borders, therefore meaning that the data needed to find cures needs to cross borders too. Powerful data analytics applied to bigger global data sets can help speed the development of cures. The rarer the disease, the more important it is to build bigger data sets. By erecting barriers to the exchange of medical information (even anonymous data), countries’ protectionist policies harm not only their own citizens but people around the world, all of whom benefit from advancements in such medical research.

Countries enacting barriers to data flows not only undermine innovation, but prevent their citizens from accessing innovative services. For example, barriers to the exchange of personal medical data, such as those in Australia, Canada, China, and Russia, could prevent these countries’ citizens from accessing the latest technological advances. For example, companies like Hermes and Alliance Medical provide outsourced analysis of MRI scans, thereby decreasing healthcare costs and time demands on doctors. Likewise, such health-data restrictions prevent IBM Watson—which combines a supercomputer, artificial intelligence (AI), and sophisticated analytical software—from using patient data for newer, quicker, and better health diagnosis.33 Given that each of Watson’s AI applications—such as for health, weather forecasts, or others—require customized hardware to match the application, it is unrealistic to assume that IBM would build such data centers in each and every country that enacts barriers to health data. Instead, citizens in these countries are likely to miss out on access to the latest and most-sophisticated medical services.

Recommendations

1. Prioritize trade rules that support the free flow of data—all types—in bilateral, regional, and multilateral negotiations and discussions, such as at the newly formed e-commerce subgroup of WTO members.
   a. Do not allow exemptions from these rules for specific categories of data, whether health, financial, or personal data.
   b. For example, the exception for financial data from the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership’s rules prohibiting barriers to data flows opens a dangerous loophole that countries could use to enact data localization. As ITIF reported in “Financial Data Does Not Need or Deserve Special Treatment in Trade Agreements,” this provision was unnecessary (given prudential exceptions in typical trade agreements) and dangerous (as it opened a loophole to data localization as it validated the false belief that storing data outside a nation is somehow inherently riskier than storing it locally).34
2. Australia should follow through on its decision to join the Asia Pacific Economic Community’s (APEC) Cross-Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) system.\textsuperscript{35}
   a. The CBPR system provides a mechanism to facilitate the flow of personal information across borders while at the same time providing for the protection of personal information. This recognition is critical to a framework that supports the free of flow—that data protection should flow with the data, wherever it is stored.
   b. APEC’s CBPR system also supports the equally critical notion that a company should be responsible, and held accountable, for following the domestic laws of each country it operates in and that these requirements move with the data, wherever it is stored.
   c. The CBPR system also recognizes that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to privacy and that different countries take different approaches, based on local political, social, and cultural values and institutions.
3. Australia should review all laws and regulations that could directly or indirectly act as a barrier to data flows.
   a. Australia should remove its forced local data storage requirement for health data. To be a leader in the global digital economy, Australia needs to lead by example by removing this requirement.
   b. The United States provides an example of how Australia should approach health data protection. U.S. law requires companies to enact proper data-protection measures and safeguards when processing data outside the United States, holding them responsible for the data regardless of where it is processed. U.S. companies mitigate these risks by stipulating requirements in relevant data handling and processing contracts. For example, Australian companies operating in the United States must comply with the privacy provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which regulates U.S. citizens’ privacy rights for health data, even if they move data to Sydney. And, if a company’s affiliate in Sydney violates HIPAA, then U.S. data authorities can bring legal action against the Australian company operating in America.
4. Australia should continue to push for a prohibition on customs duties on data transmissions in its trade agreements.
   a. The World Trade Organization (WTO) came close to not renewing the moratorium on these types of customs duties (which needs renewal every two years) at the WTO ministerial conference in Buenos Aires in December 2017 as some countries, such as Indonesia, wanted the moratorium overturned as these countries are considering enacting customs on data transmissions. It’s critical that Australia and likeminded countries include rules that prohibit these types of duties as a way to build a broader basis of countries which are permanently committed to not taxing data imports/exports. The risk is that without such broad
agreement, more countries will consider this type of data tax in response to digital disruption.

**IMPROVE AUSTRALIA’S MEASUREMENT OF DATA FLOWS AND DIGITAL TRADE**

Australia, like many other countries, needs to develop better measures of the value of cross-border data flows and digital trade in order to ensure policymakers have the evidence they need. At the moment, precise, consistent, and comparable metrics on data flows and their value are hard to come by in Australia and many other countries. The same goes for the growing role of cross-border digital trade and e-commerce. More broadly, insufficient measurement of data flows contributes to issues relating to understanding its impact on productivity and GDP. Furthermore, even though the free flow of data across borders is crucial to nearly every sector of the economy, many countries have adopted protectionist data policies. However, it’s hard to know the economic impact of these barriers. Just because the negative effects of these policies go unobserved does not mean there is not a significant and growing impact on Australian firms. The scope of the challenge for Australia and other countries focused on the digital economy and trade are clear. An Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) survey of its members’ statistical measurement of the digital economy showed this: none of the 33 responses it received from members had conducted a study into quantifying cross-border data flows.36

Australia should ensure that it includes a concerted effort to improve its measurement of cross-border data flows and digital trade as part of any holistic review of its digital economy framework. Policymakers need a better understanding of how Australian firms and individuals are benefiting from these major digital economy trends. Australia has already taken a few tentative steps in the right direction; however, further effort is needed. The Australian Bureau of Statistics collects some general household data on Internet activity; business use of information technology; film, television, and digital games; information media; and telecommunications services.37 Standard Australia’s survey of digital trade needs in Australia and across the 10 countries of Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) is also a good step in the right direction.38

Cross-border digital trade and e-commerce should technically show up in a country’s balance of payments statistics as either a good or service import or export, often within the categories of postal and courier services, charges for the use of intellectual property, computer services, information services, and personal, cultural, and recreational services. However, the reality is that this doesn’t happen. As this trade is largely intangible, it does not pass through a traditional customs process like with trade in goods, so it is not captured.

Likewise, despite the growing importance of digital trade, little empirical and internationally comparable statistical information currently exists.39 Digitalization and digital trade raises considerable difficulties for measuring information services and data flows that are delivered digitally (e.g., software, e-books, and data and database services), cross-border services purchased by households, and the sharing economy. For example, international statistics in services trade are likely underreported, especially in regard to imports, as it is more difficult to identify and then sample the population of importers, unlike exporters, who are more easily identifiable. Again, the OECD survey reveals the scope of the challenge: the OECD survey revealed that none of the respondents from its survey had conducted a study to quantify the impact of digitalization on international trade (e.g., 3D printing or the Internet of Things), nor had any tried to study the issue of the
role of digital intermediaries in international trade. It’s not hard to see how these are increasingly critical topics for policymakers to understanding as digital trade policy becomes more important.

Australia is not alone in facing this challenge of better measuring and understanding the digital economy. The growing importance of digital trade has encouraged some countries to improve efforts to collect and collate relevant data, which are typically derived from either enterprise surveys (supply side) or consumer surveys (demand side). Given the challenges faced in improving statistical collection elsewhere, one of the current best methods for measuring the value of cross-border e-commerce and digital trade are surveys of sellers concerning their overseas sales. Official statistics on the value of cross-border digital trade are virtually non-existent. Some governments compile demand-side data on the number of individuals that buy from foreign websites, but very few collect data on the actual value of transactions. Furthermore, what is collected is business-to-consumer data, which leaves business-to-business e-commerce, which is likely to be more significant for international trade in goods and services.

Australia can look to some emerging multilateral initiatives and country-level examples for ideas as to how to improve its ability to understand its digital economy. The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development’s (UNCTAD) “In Search of Cross-Border E-commerce Trade Data” provides a useful overview of current measurement approaches and initiatives. Another reference point is the OECD model survey on ICT access and usage by households and individuals, which includes questions about online purchases, but doesn’t ask about cross-border purchases or sales. Another model to build off, with the addition of a few questions about sales to overseas customers, business purchases online, and a breakdown of B2B and B2C sales, would be Eurostat’s “ICT in Enterprises” survey. The OECD’s Working Party on Trade in Goods and Trade in Services (WPTGS) identifies some other potential approaches to follow. Germany is developing Trade by Enterprise Characteristics (TEC) data for European Commission statistics (specifically retail sales via mail order), Luxembourg, Netherlands, and Slovenia are exploring the ability to capitalize on ICT surveys, while others flagged the use of credit card data as a way to measure cross-border business-to-consumer e-commerce. Other statistics agencies, such as in the United Kingdom, are working on clarifying terminology and the collection and analysis of data related to measuring the sharing economy.

The U.S. Department of Commerce study, Measuring the Value of Cross-Border Data Flows, is another model that Australia could use. The report is based on the challenge that the U.S. government has difficulty measuring the effects of cross-border data flows on productivity because there is not enough information about how exactly firms use data. At the heart of the Department of Commerce’s efforts to improve government statistics on the service sector’s engagement in digital trade is a plan to expand sample sizes, collect data more often, and provide more specific industry detail. Likewise, the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Digital Economy and Cross-Border Trade: The Value of Digitally-Deliverable Services provides a framework for replication in analyzing digitally enabled service categories (such as business, professional, and technical services, telecommunications, and royalties) as a proxy (as there’s no way to determine the exact percentage of the trade in each category that was digitally delivered) to measure digital trade.
The recommendations from the *Measuring the Value of Cross-Border Data Flows* report are summarized below and provide a useful set of reference points for Australia:

- Improve the overall coverage and quality of official statistics on the service-sector and domestic and cross-border e-commerce and digital trade.
- Develop a standard nomenclature or standard definitions for concepts related to cross-border data flows, distinguishing between concepts such as digital economy, digitally intensive, digitally enabled economy, and information and communications technologies.
- Develop a greater understanding of how firms use cross-border data flows and what economic value the data flows provide.
- Develop improved and consistent macro-economic statistics to measure the value of cross-border data flows and the digital economy, such as the contribution of data flows and the digital economy to GDP.
- Continue the dialogue with private industry to facilitate data sharing and the linking of public and private datasets, where legally and logistically feasible and consistent with strong privacy protections for firms.
- Continue the collaborative efforts with international organizations to ensure that metrics on cross-border data flows and the digital economy are widely available for countries around the world.

The United States International Trade Commission (USITC) is another useful reference for Australia in how it has held multiple investigations into global digital trade and barriers to it, including the use of mandatory and confidential surveys of U.S. firms.

- The United States International Trade Commission’s 2014 survey of U.S. firms as part of its investigation of Digital Trade in the U.S. and Global Economies (at pages 253 to 272 of the study report). The survey covers obstacles to doing international business over the Internet and firms’ use of the data and the Internet.

No doubt there are conceptual and practical challenges to overcome in measuring the data flows and digital trade and their respective values, yet given the nature of the technologic innovation, this needs to change. Australian agencies should proactively engage in debates around how to conceptually fit data flows into the current accounting framework and on efforts to develop an internationally agreed upon methodology regarding the valuation of data and classification and treatment of such flows from a statistical standpoint.

**Recommendations**

1. Task respective agencies, such as the Bureau of Statistics, to undertake a project to conduct case studies and survey firms on their use of data and engagement in cross-border digital trade. The result
of any such effort should include the public release of methods and models so that users can understand how to interpret the data.\textsuperscript{51}

2. Setup a working group to consider ways to revise existing surveys so that they better capture to what extent firms and individuals engage in cross-border digital trade. As part of this, agencies should consider how data-sharing partnerships with the private sector and international stakeholders may help them obtain the data they need to understand global data flows and digital trade.

**IMPROVE INTERNATIONAL MEASUREMENT OF DATA FLOWS AND DIGITAL TRADE AND REPORTING ON BARRIERS TO BOTH**

Just as Australian trade and economic policy needs to improve its measurement and awareness of data flows and digital trade, and barriers to these, so does it need to step up to push for better mechanisms at the international level. As shown by the relatively recent attempts by the World Bank and OECD to develop statistics that account for modern trade practices, such as data flows and global value chains, multilateral institutions have been slow to adapt. In order to properly assess the damage barriers to data flows and digital trade inflict on the global economy, Australia needs to use its membership in international organizations to push for better mechanisms to track and report on them.

Australia should also be proactively engaging in international efforts to develop a better understanding of digital trade and data flows. At the multilateral level, the OECD has started efforts to better understand how countries capture these statistics, but its initial reports show how Australia and others have a lot of work to do to better collect, measure, and analyze the value of data and digital trade. These organizations initially flagged measurement as an issue in 2016. As already mentioned, the OECD sent out a questionnaire to members as part of a tentative effort to build a typology of digital trade and to draft a definition for digital trade.\textsuperscript{52} Efforts to clarify nomenclature are important as there is a lack of standard definitions for terms used by researchers, such as “digital economy” and “digitally intensive.” This is important as while there has been relatively little study of cross-border data flows, the literature that does exist uses differing terms and definitions that make it difficult to compare one study to another. The OECD’s stocktaking questionnaire to members asked the pertinent question as to whether countries can break down merchandise trade flows into those products ordered digitally (e-commerce) and those that were not. The results showed that very few countries are investigating cross-border digital trade and e-commerce.

As it relates to emerging barriers to data flows and digital trade, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, the World Trade Organization, and their respective trade databases do not explicitly track these barriers.\textsuperscript{53} This makes it difficult to quantify the economic impact of barriers to data flows on national economies and the global marketplace. For example, the World Bank’s World Integrated Trade Solution database lists “non-tariff” measures but does not specify what those non-tariff measures are for the purposes of identifying the problem (e.g., data residency requirements, forced technology transfer, etc.).\textsuperscript{54} Another database that does this reasonably well in tracking localization barriers to trade is the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s Services Trade Restrictiveness Index (STRI), which helps identify whether policy measures put forth by countries restrict trade, but it does not do this comprehensively, nor at a level of specificity, to act as a central database for measures which impede digital trade.\textsuperscript{55}
Recommendations

1. Australia should conduct a whole-of-government review into the various initiatives underway at multilateral institutions on the measurement of data flows and digital trade as part of a renewed push to engage in these forums and work to improve the collection and reporting of these statistics.

2. Australia should push for these multilateral organizations—the IMF, World Bank, WTO, and OECD—to explicitly track barriers to cross-border data flows and digital trade in order to document the extent of their use and to contribute to further analysis of how they impact global trade.

DIGITAL TRADE AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

To be effective, digital trade requires robust intellectual property (IP) protections, because without them producers will be less able to sell their products and services across borders. If a nation promulgates a weak IP regime and turns a blind eye to rampant piracy, imports of IP-based goods and services paid for with an export of money would by definition decline. Moreover, the knowledge and creativity required to create the goods and services exchanged in the 21st century—from smartphones, to biopharmaceutical drugs, to movies and music—is difficult to develop, but often very easy to steal or pay for at less than full market value. But without fair payment, global innovation and creative output decreases. The notion that intellectual property will not a crucial enabler of Australian digital trade ignores the fact that ideas and knowledge form the basis of many Australian firms’ competitive advantage, especially in the services sector.

Critics of IP, trade, or both, try to exploit the fact that the popular understanding of trade is still based around manufactured goods facing tariffs when crossing borders, while IP is behind the border and nations have unlimited rights to do whatever they want with it. Liberal economist Paul Krugman speaks for many Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) critics when he asserts that the TPP “is not a trade agreement. It’s about intellectual property and dispute settlement.” But this narrow focus refuses to acknowledge that what goes on “behind the border” is central to shaping trade in the 21st century. The idea that reducing a tariff on a widget is legitimate in a trade agreement but that reducing the ability of a nation’s citizens to steal another nation’s goods and services—that is, ensuring robust intellectual property enforcement—is not legitimate is illogical. Trade in goods and services increasingly depends on intellectual property, and that IP needs to be protected in the trade agreements of tomorrow if we are to truly have global, market-based trade.

Nor should the Australian government pay attention to the mercantilist argument on IP—that Australia should not pursue IP protections at home or in trade agreements as it currently has a deficit in payments for IP royalties etc. The Australian government was wise to ignore recommendations for such an approach from Australia’s Productivity Commission, which advocated for the removal of IP from Australia’s trade agreements, given they viewed it in a purely “balance-of-trade” perspective (i.e., Australia imports more IP than it export; therefore, it should be reduced). If Australia wants to be the home of innovation-intensive firms and those that digitally deliver goods overseas, it needs to protect its own firms’ ability to use IP to profit from innovations.
The rise of digital trade makes embedding intellectual property regimes in trade agreements, such as the rules established in the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership, more imperative, as technology makes the sale of digital goods and services to foreign markets so much easier and cheaper, even as it also makes IP theft much easier. IP provisions need to be included as this is where modern barriers to trade exist. This is based on the fact that modern trade is increasingly in bytes, ideas, and services. Current international trade rules for IP are increasingly out of date given the base-level of global protection for IP—the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS) Agreement—was established in the 1990s when the Internet and e-commerce as we know it barely existed. The central fact that led to the many international treaties and trade agreements which deal with intellectual property—that intellectual property rights are territorial in character and are critical to trade—remains true for Australia today as it looks to future agreements.

Furthermore, any future Australian trade agreements need an IP chapter that also helps to improve IP enforcement: If they are to be effective, IP rules need to have consequences. While the economic cost of online piracy to Australian businesses is hard to specify, it is undoubtedly high, given the impact that lost revenue has on profits (and therefore taxes), employment, content production, and innovation.57 As part of this, Australia should ensure that future trade agreements provide the space and recognition for countries to enact measures to better enforce IP online, including through website blocking. Australia is one the growing number of countries which ask domestic Internet service providers (ISPs) to block access to websites dedicated to distributing illegal copies of movies, music, and other copyright-protected works, just as it does for websites facilitating other criminal activities, such as child pornography, malware, and investment fraud.58 Where countries are using website blocking to fight digital piracy, the record shows it has been effective in driving users from illegal to legal sources of copyrighted material online, such as in a recent study in which Carnegie Mellon University examined the real-world impact of website blocking in the United Kingdom.59 The Australian Department of Communications and the Arts public consultation on the site-blocking mechanism introduced by the Copyright Amendment (Online Infringement) Act 2015 is a worthwhile opportunity to review the process and consider changes that would improve it.60

**Recommendations**

1. Recognize that digital trade requires robust intellectual property protections to be effective, meaning that Australia should continue to pursue higher levels of intellectual property protection and enforcement in future trade agreements.

**APPENDIX A: DATA-LOCALIZATION POLICIES AROUND THE WORLD**

Appendix E lists many of the data localization policies around the world.61 The list shows that data localization comes in many forms: While some countries enact blanket bans on data transfers, many are sector specific, covering personal, health, accounting, tax, gambling, financial, mapping, government, telecommunications, e-commerce, and online publishing data. Others target specific processes or services, such as online publishing, online gambling, financial transaction processing, and apps that provide services over the Internet (thereby bypassing traditional distribution).
In some cases (such as those for tax and accounting records), data localization stems from outdated legacy laws and rules formulated before the development of the Internet (e.g., laws that require documents to be held at the business’s premises). Other data localization stems from countries formulating laws to address technology issues (e.g., the Internet, data, or privacy). In a knee-jerk reaction, these countries, instead of tackling the actual issue (such as focusing on data protection or ensuring government access, instead of geography), require local data storage. For others, data localization is a mercantilist tool they think provides them with an advantage over foreign firms, often using public-policy concerns about privacy or cybersecurity as a smokescreen.

The following appendices provides examples of how China, Indonesia, Vietnam, and Russia have enacted a range of barriers to digital trade and cross-border data flows.

**APPENDIX B: CHINA: USING DATA LOCALIZATION AND REGULATIONS TO PRECLUDE ACCESS TO ITS CLOUD COMPUTING MARKET**

China makes pervasive use of digital protectionism through the use of data localization, discriminatory and arbitrary regulations, and restrictive market access conditions. In 2016, the United States Trade Representative’s National Trade Estimate Report outlined the impact of China’s many digital restrictions:

> Over the past decade, Chinese filtering of cross-border Internet traffic has posed a significant burden to foreign suppliers. Outright blocking of websites appears to have worsened over the past year, with 8 of the top 25 most trafficked global sites now blocked in China. Much of the blocking appears arbitrary...

In addition to explicit data-localization rules, China uses regulations and market-access restrictions to discriminate against foreign cloud service providers. In 2016, new regulations regarding cloud-computing services in China confirm its persistence in erecting barriers between its tech sectors and digital economy and that of the rest of the world. In March 2016, China made significant changes to the licensing and regulatory regime of Chinese telecom and Internet services that essentially exclude foreign technology firms involved in cloud computing, big data, and other information services from operating in China. These regulations, again, reinforced the requirement for forced local data storage. For foreign cloud-service providers—which include many leading U.S. companies—these regulations have essentially closed access to the Chinese market.

China enacted regulatory changes to make it even harder than it already was for foreign companies to establish and operate Internet-based information services in the country. First, China released regulations for several services it considers valued-added telecommunication services (VATS). By categorizing Internet-based services (e.g., cloud computing, big data, and other information services) as telecommunication services, and not as “computer and related services,” it has much greater freedom to restrict market access to foreign tech firms. This is because China made commitments as part of its accession to the World Trade Organization in 2001 to provide nondiscriminatory treatment and market access to foreign firms in “computer and related services.” This category of Internet-based computer services includes email, voicemail, online information and database retrieval, electronic data interchange, and enhanced facsimile services, code and protocol
conversion, and online information and/or data processing. Essentially, China’s approach is a technical work-around to avoid its commitment to open its market for Internet-based computer services to foreign competition.

Second, China introduced a requirement for telecom and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to apply for licenses for each subcategory of services, raising the potential for government agencies to discriminate against foreign firms. For example, China’s new subcategory, “internet-based resources collaboration services,” means that providers of cloud-computing application services, platform as a service, and software as a service would potentially have to apply for multiple licenses, given some firms and services cross over into multiple categories.

Third, China released new requirements that articulate the very small and restricted cloud-computing services space where foreign firms are allowed to operate. In October 2016, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology released the “Notice on Regulating Business Behaviors in the Cloud Service Market,” which outlined how foreign cloud companies are forbidden from working via local partnerships in any capacity beyond “technical assistance.” It is not specified what is allowed under “technical assistance,” but based on current practice, it is likely to mean that foreign companies are only allowed to license their goods (software and hardware) to their (forced) local partners and show them how to use them. The notice further specifies several activities that cloud service providers cannot perform, such as sign contracts directly with end users. These new restrictions on foreign cloud service providers make an already restrictive situation that much worse. Strict entry requirements and (an already highly) discriminatory licensing process have largely kept foreign firms out of China’s market. To operate in China, foreign firms must set up a joint venture with a Chinese partner who must have majority ownership (i.e., greater than 50 percent). A joint venture was a prerequisite for foreign firms to even apply for a license from Chinese authorities, who have proven to be highly discriminatory against foreign firms. Although there are over 20,000 local companies licensed to provide VATS in China, only 30 or so licenses have been issued to foreign companies, including five U.S. companies.

A few large foreign firms have successfully run the gauntlet and decided to operate in China within the confines of these strict conditions by partnering with large Chinese firms—for example, Microsoft with 21 Vianet (China’s largest private data-center operator), SAP with China Telecom, and IBM with a group of local companies. As described, these foreign firms are severely restricted in what they can do, often being constrained to arrangements whereby they license their products to their local partners, who set up and run the data centers and cloud services and manage relations with end users.

This mercantilist approach to cloud computing is consistent with China’s ongoing efforts to develop a local cloud-computing sector that uses indigenously developed technology. China’s ambitions in the sector started as part of the country’s National Medium and Long-Term Plan (MLP) for Science and Technology Development (2006-2020). Building on this in 2010, China identified cloud computing as one of 11 strategic emerging industries that would receive special attention and funding, all in pursuit of the goal of expanding access to cloud resources in China, developing indigenous cloud-computing technology, and creating an internationally competitive Chinese cloud-computing sector. More recently, the Ministry of Science and
Technology’s 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015) paid particular attention to cloud computing, where the aim became to develop a cloud-computing standard based on indigenously developed technology. These policies, taken together, show China’s efforts to use mercantilist policies at home to support the development of “local champions,” who will eventually become more innovative and competitive and able to compete in overseas markets—against the very tech firms that are unable to compete in China.

APPENDIX C: INDONESIA AND VIETNAM: USING DATA LOCALIZATION TO TARGET OVER-THE-TOP SERVICES

Indonesia and Vietnam have both enacted an extensive range of data localization and other barriers to digital trade, most recently targeting over-the-top (OTT) services. On March 31, 2016, Indonesia’s Ministry of Communications and Informatics issued Circular Letter No. 3, which notifies companies about new regulations for over-the-top (OTT) services, such as requirements for forced data localization and the need for foreign OTT firms to establish a permanent office in Indonesia as a condition of market entry. In January 2016, Vietnam released a draft regulation—Draft Decree Amending Decree 72—for OTT services that included a forced data-localization requirement and the transfer of power to control OTT services to domestic telecommunications firms. These restrictive policies will raise costs, diminish the incentives for service providers to offer OTTs, reduce competition in a growing market, and potentially weaken data protection and cybersecurity measures, given the need to set up and manage duplicative infrastructure or to use data-center providers who do not use best-in-class protective measures.

OTT services are those delivered via the Internet and are some of the most popular and innovative services available. In broadcasting, OTT service providers (such as Netflix, Hulu, and HBO Go) deliver audio, video, and other media over the Internet without users having a subscription with the usual intermediaries, such as cable companies. For messaging, OTT service providers, such as WhatsApp, Skype, and Facebook, provide instant-messaging services as an alternative to text-messaging services provided by traditional mobile network operators. In using the Internet, OTT service providers and their customers can bypass traditional telecommunications network service providers to compete with services (such as voice) from telecommunications companies. These technological innovations have changed consumer behavior in media and telecommunications markets, among others, allowing consumers to change how they access and consume media and communicate. This is especially the case in developing countries that have deployed mobile-phone services before (or instead of) traditional phone services, thereby leapfrogging costly fixed-line infrastructure, which also led to a vibrant app and digital economy.

The letter from Indonesia’s Ministry of Communication and Informatics notified foreign OTT service providers that upcoming regulations will require these providers to abide by a number of mercantilist and trade-distorting measures, such as:

- Forcing fee-for-service OTT providers (such as those that require a subscription) to form a joint venture with a local telecommunications provider;
- Requiring companies to disclose source code as a condition of market access;
- Forcing companies to store data locally;
- Requiring companies to establish a permanent local office to operate in Indonesia;
- Requiring firms to use content filtering in accordance with Indonesian law, such as for security purposes (such as terrorism) or social/cultural purposes (such as pornography);
- Forcing firms to use an Indonesian Internet protocol number; and
- Forcing firms to use Indonesia’s National Payment Gateway, a government-owned and run process that aims to make Indonesia’s four payment systems interoperable, but in doing so, discriminates against foreign payment providers in a misguided attempt to coerce more local financial activity in e-commerce and other sectors.\textsuperscript{72}

For Vietnam, the circular it issued requires OTT firms to locate servers in Vietnam. The draft regulation also restricts how foreign OTT services operate in Vietnam by forcing them to form a joint venture with Vietnamese telecommunications companies. Meanwhile, it promulgates differentiated regulations for free- and fee-based OTT services, as the latter need to get a license from the government, while the former do not.\textsuperscript{73}

By introducing data-localization requirements, the Indonesian and Vietnamese governments reduce the benefits that come from competition among foreign OTT services (such as WhatsApp, Viber, and Tango), local providers (such as Zalo, Mocha, and VietTalk), and traditional telecommunications service providers. OTT services are obviously meeting a market demand that traditional carriers are not. This regulation can have a substantial impact on a growing area of digital activity—20 million Vietnamese had OTT apps on their smartphones as of 2015 (Vietnam has a population of 90 million).\textsuperscript{74}

In both countries, these protectionist policies seem intended to protect inefficient, state-owned incumbent firms. In Indonesia, this is evident from the requirement to form a joint venture with a local telecommunications firm.\textsuperscript{75} Indicative of this, in January 2016, Indonesia’s biggest (state-owned) telecommunications provider, Telekom Indonesia, blocked Netflix’s entry into Indonesia because it did not have the right license and due to concerns about the content it carries.\textsuperscript{76} Following this, Telkom Indonesia found a foreign company willing to abide by Indonesia’s strict entry requirements to launch a video-streaming service—Hooq, a Singapore-based company—while still blocking Netflix.\textsuperscript{77}

In Vietnam, media reports state that Vietnam’s prime minister ordered the Ministry of Information and Communications to restrict free OTT apps, such as Viber and Zalo (a local app), due to the impact these apps were having on traditional mobile carriers. As a Zalo representative rightly pointed out, free email services took over from postal services, but no one banned these services, yet the government seems intent on trying to do this with OTT services.

If Vietnam and Indonesia want a vibrant, competitive, and world-class digital economy, it should reverse these types of policies. Both countries should not be prescribing how users access and use digital services and how these digital services operate, as this limits consumer choice and engagement, and business innovation. Consumers and businesses benefit when there is healthy competition between network and service providers, which is what should be happening between OTT service providers and traditional telecommunications firms. First, by requiring local data storage, the government increases operating costs for local and foreign
firms. Second, by forcing companies to form joint ventures, the government limits the number and ability of firms to innovate and compete, especially small app-makers involved in OTT services. However, while local firms may be affected by both measures, the burden falls disproportionately on foreign firms.

APPENDIX D: RUSSIA: EXPANDING ITS USE OF DATA LOCALIZATION MEASURES FOR DIGITAL MERCANTILISM

The Russian government’s parallel moves toward mercantilism and authoritarianism came together in a new surveillance law that includes extensive data-localization requirements for telecommunications data, adding an additional layer to already-extensive barriers to cross-border flows between Russia and the rest of the world. On July 6, 2016, Russia enacted a new law that forces telecommunication companies and ISPs to retain user communications for six months and communications metadata for three years. The law will apply to companies in Russia and overseas. Companies have until July 1, 2018, to implement these measures.78

The law aims to help Russian authorities fight terrorism, but its impact will be felt economy-wide (and society-wide), especially by Russia’s digital economy. First, the surveillance and localization requirements are much broader than other countries’ telecommunications data-retention requirements, such as those of Germany, as it requires companies to store the actual content of users’ communications for six months, such as voice data, text messages, pictures, sounds, and video, not just the metadata (the who, when, and how long of communications). Second, it requires telecommunications companies and ISPs to cut services to a user if they fail to respond to a request from law enforcement to confirm their identity (which raises a range of privacy issues). Third, it forces companies to help government authorities in decrypting user communications and prohibits encryption measures unless a decryption tool is available should Russian authorities need it. Fourth, it applies to foreign companies that fall within the broadly defined category of telecom providers and “facilitators of information dissemination by means of the Internet,” such as online messaging services, email providers, social media and blogging sites, voice over Internet protocol services (which use the Internet to transmit voice and multimedia), and news sites.79

Russia already has one of the most extensive data-localization laws in place, and once this law comes into force, the impact it will have on Russia’s economy will increase. In 2015, Russia enacted a law that forces companies with Russian personal data to store it locally.80 Russian telecommunications companies have complained about the large potential costs of implementing these extensive and intrusive laws. MegaFon, Russia’s second-largest mobile-phone company, said that equipment and operating costs of implementing this new law are estimated to be around $3.6 billion.81 These costs inevitably get passed on to customers, which drags down economic growth. Tele 2, another Russian mobile-phone provider, said that it would likely have to raise prices by two or three times to cover the costs of implementation.82 Beyond the implications for privacy and freedom of expression in Russia, these policies will certainly chill Russia’s digital economy, as it makes it harder and costlier for both domestic and foreign firms to operate.
## APPENDIX E: LIST OF DATA LOCALIZATION MEASURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Data-Localization Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Argentina** | Argentina’s Data Protection Act prohibits the transfer of personal data to countries that do not have an adequate level of protection in place, but so far Argentina’s government has not determined which countries fall within this category. However, the Act states that the prohibition is not applicable when the data subject has given express consent to the data transfer. In addition, Argentina’s National Directorate for Personal Data Protection issued Provision no. 18/2015, which stated that cloud storage is considered an international transfer of data, so that software application that send data abroad must comply with the Data Protection Act. 

In 2012, Australia enacted the Personally Controlled Electronic Health Records Act, which requires that personal health records be stored only in Australia. |
| **Belgium** | Belgium’s laws require accounting and tax documents to be kept in the office, agency, branch, or other private premises of the taxpayer where they have been kept, prepared, or sent. Companies can apply to Belgian tax authorities for an exemption to this requirement. These accounting records may be kept in another place (such as overseas), provided that immediate access to the records can be granted or that such records can be provided on short notice. Furthermore, Belgium’s Companies Code requires companies to keep their register of shareholders and register of bonds at the registered office of the company. Since 2005, it has been possible to keep digital copies of these registries as long as they are accessible at the company’s registered office. |
| **Brazil** | In September 2013, Brazil began considering a policy that would have forced Internet-based companies, such as Google and Facebook, to store data relating to Brazilians in local data centers. It withdrew this provision from the final copy of the bill. Furthermore, in 2016, Brazilian government agencies, including the Secretary of Information Technology of the Ministry of Planning, Development, and Management, have included forced data localization as a requirement for public procurement contracts involving cloud-computing services. |
| **Bulgaria** | In 2012, Bulgaria enacted a new law—the Gambling Act—that required applicants for a gaming license to store all data related to operations in Bulgaria locally. Furthermore, the company’s communication equipment and central control point for IT must be in Bulgaria, another EU member country, or Switzerland. |
| **Canada** | Two Canadian provinces, British Columbia and Nova Scotia, have implemented laws mandating that personal data held by public bodies such as schools, hospitals, and public agencies must be stored and accessed only in Canada, unless certain conditions are fulfilled. The tender for the project to consolidate the federal government’s ICT services, including email, for 63 different agencies requires the contracting company to store the data in Canada (citing national security reasons). |
| **China** | China has one of the widest sets of data-localization policies, which stops the flow of data between China and the rest of the world. To start with, it has long limited data “imports.” For example, the |
Ministry of Public Security runs the Golden Shield program (commonly referred to as the “Great Firewall of China”), which restricts access to certain websites and services, particularly ones that are critical of the Chinese Communist Party. But, more importantly, from a trade perspective, China has made several policy changes in the wake of the Snowden revelations that restrict the cross-border transfer of data. For example:

- In 2006, China introduced measures for e-banking that require such companies to keep their servers in China.
- In 2011, China introduced a law that prohibits the off-shore analyzing, processing, or storage of Chinese personal financial information.
- In 2013, China enacted new rules regarding credit reporting that requires all credit information on Chinese citizens to be processed and stored in China.
- In 2014, China enacted new rules that require health and medical information to be stored only in China.
- In 2015, China released draft administrative regulations for the insurance industry that included localization requirements.
- In 2016, China enacted new rules the forced companies involved in Internet-based mapping services to store data locally.
- In 2016, China issued new rules regarding online publishing that require all servers used for a broad range of services involved in online publishing in China to be located in China. This includes app stores, audio and video distribution platforms, online literature databases, and online gaming.
- In 2016, China’s new Counter-Terrorism Law requires Internet and telecommunication companies and other providers of “critical information infrastructure” to store data on Chinese servers and to provide encryption keys to government authorities. Any movement of data offshore must undergo a “security assessment.”
- In 2016, China enacted a new cybersecurity law that forces a broad range of companies to store users’ personal information and other important business data in China.
- In March 2016, China enacted new regulations regarding cloud-computing services in China that essentially exclude foreign technology firms and reinforce local data-storage requirements.
- In April 2017, China released a draft circular that outlined extensive localization requirements—both explicit and implicit—as part of a restrictive regime of “security checks” for businesses wanting to transfer data overseas, further to the cybersecurity law, which outlined the need for such security assessments. This draft extends data localization from “critical information infrastructure” to all “network operators,” which is likely any owner or administrator of a computerized information network system. Furthermore, any outbound data transfer would be prohibited if it brings risks to the security of the national political system, economy, science and technology or national defense.

In 2016, Colombia’s Ministry of Information and Communication Technology publicly called for data localization and released a document—on “Basic Digital Services”—that recommends that data-processing centers should be in Colombia, as they perceive storing data overseas to be too great a risk to network security and personal data. Furthermore, there are concerns that Colombia’s National Procurement Office (NPO) may include data localization requirements or other barriers to data flows as part of a cloud services procurement project for government agencies. Early drafts show the NPO is considering a vague and arbitrary “adequacy” assessment to decide which countries provide adequate
data protection. The NPO has reportedly prepared a draft list of “adequate” countries, which does not include the United States, without detailing how these countries were assessed.

Cyprus

Cyprus has failed to replace several restrictive provisions under the Directive on Data Retention, which was declared invalid by the Court of Justice of the European Union (ECJ). This directive required data operators to retain certain categories of traffic and location data (excluding the content of those communications) for a period between six months and two years and to make them available, on request, to law-enforcement authorities for the purposes of investigating, detecting, and prosecuting serious crime and terrorism.\textsuperscript{104}

Denmark

Since 2011, the Danish Data Protection authority has ruled in several cases against processing of local authorities’ data in third countries (non-European Union) without using standard contractual clauses. Also, the Danish law on data retention is still in force after the ECJ ruled the Data Retention Directive invalid.\textsuperscript{105} In 2011, the Danish Data Protection Agency denied the city of Odense permission to transfer “data concerning health, serious social problems, and other purely private matters” to Google Apps, citing security concerns.\textsuperscript{106} Furthermore, Denmark’s Book Keeping Act requires companies to store accounting data in Denmark for five years. Under special circumstances, the Danish Commerce and Companies Agency may grant companies permission to preserve accounting records abroad. However, the practice has proven quite restrictive, and permission is seldom granted.\textsuperscript{107}

European Union

Data localization is a contentious issue in the European Union, as some members (such as France and Germany) push for localization in relevant policies, while others (such as the United Kingdom and Sweden) push for free flow of data across borders. The European Commission’s (EC) effort to build a Digital Single Market is a valiant attempt to remove barriers that inhibit digital economic activity, such as those that require data localization. Yet, as this report shows, many such barriers remain. Large U.S. firms ranked Europe as the area where data privacy and protection requirements represented the largest obstacle to doing business online.\textsuperscript{108} Andrus Ansip, EC vice president for the digital single market, has been pushing to remove localization barriers and wants to ban such measures, but his efforts are undermined by others (such as some in Germany and France) that do not want the EC to explicitly ban localization.\textsuperscript{109}

A central part of the European Union’s policy platform that affects cross-border data transfers is its pursuit of global harmonization of privacy regimes. The EU’s law on personal data protection only allows for the transfer of such data to third countries outside the EU that it has determined provide an “adequate” level of protection. So far, the EU has only recognized 12 countries: Andorra, Argentina, Canada, Switzerland, the Faeroe Islands, Guernsey, Israel, the Isle of Man, Jersey, New Zealand, the United States (through the U.S.-EU Privacy Shield Framework), and Uruguay.\textsuperscript{110} EU personal data is technically not supposed to be transferred to any other country, although it is naïve to believe this is so. Europe has taken a hardline toward the United States about data transfers; however, when its own studies into data protection in other major countries, such as China, show that other countries have little or no level of data protection, it refrains from taking any action.\textsuperscript{111} This highlights how untenable the EU’s approach is as it tries to set up checkpoints for data flows to each and every country around the world.
Finland’s Account Act (1997) requires that a copy of companies’ accounting records be stored in Finland. Alternatively, the records can be stored in another EU country if a real-time connection to the data is guaranteed.\textsuperscript{112}

France

The French government has sought over the last few years to promote a local data-center infrastructure, which some have dubbed “le cloud souverain,” or the sovereign cloud. In 2016, a French government ministerial circular (dated April 5) on public procurement outlined that it is illegal to use a non-“sovereign” cloud (i.e., foreign cloud provider) for data produced by public (national and local) administration. All data from public administrations has to be considered as archives and therefore stored and processed in France.\textsuperscript{113} The French Blocking Statute (Law No. 80-538) makes it illegal to transfer information (such as data) overseas if the information is involved in legal proceedings, absent a French court order.\textsuperscript{114}

Germany

Germany, along with France, has been at the center of efforts to force companies to store data only in Europe or even in-country, such as through a “Bundescloud” (a cloud for government data) in Germany.\textsuperscript{115} This preference for digital protectionism stands in stark contrast to Germany’s otherwise open approach to global trade.

Data requirements can vary by state in Germany. For example, the German state of Brandenburg requires that data on residents can only be stored on cloud computing services located in the state.\textsuperscript{116}

On December 18, 2016, Germany introduced local data-storage requirements for a type of telecommunications metadata, through a law that will come into force on July 1, 2017.\textsuperscript{117} The law aims to generate and retain telecommunications metadata—the who, when, where, and how, not the what (the content)—of telecommunications for law enforcement and security purposes. This can include citizens’ call records, phone numbers, location information, Internet protocol addresses, time and data of Internet usage, and billing information.\textsuperscript{118}

Germany’s Commercial Code requires companies to store accounting data and documents locally.\textsuperscript{119} Also, Germany’s tax code requires all persons and companies liable for German taxes to keep accounting records in Germany (with some exceptions for multinational companies).\textsuperscript{120} Furthermore, for data processed by public bodies, there does not seem to be a provision which expressly requires data to be held in Germany. However, such data processing outside the German territory has to be carefully checked.\textsuperscript{121}

Greece

In 2001, Greece introduced data-localization requirements through a law implementing the EU Data Retention Directive, which stated that “Data generated and stored on physical media, which are located within the Greek territory, shall be retained within the Greek territory.” Even though the Data Retention Directive was invalidated by the European Court of Justice, Greece has not yet reformed the law.\textsuperscript{122} The European Commission has also criticized the law as being inconsistent with the E.U. single market, but it remains in effect.\textsuperscript{123}

India

India has proposed a range, and enacted some, laws and regulations requiring data localization. India’s Ministry of Communications and Technology enacted restrictive data transfer requirements as part of a 2011 change to privacy rules. These rules limit the transfer of “sensitive personal data or information” abroad to only two restrictive cases—when “necessary” or when the subject consents to
the transfer abroad. Because it is difficult to establish that a transfer data abroad is “necessary,” this provision would effectively ban transfers abroad except when an individual consents. The ministry clarified that these rules only apply to companies gathering data on Indians and only when the company is located in India.\textsuperscript{124}

In 2012, India enacted a “National Data Sharing and Accessibility Policy,” which effectively means that government data (data that is owned by government agencies and/or collected using public funds) must be stored in local data centers.\textsuperscript{125}

In February 2014, the Indian National Security Council proposed a policy that would institute data localization by requiring all email providers to set up local servers for their India operations and mandating that all data related to communication between two users in India should remain within the country.\textsuperscript{126}

In 2014, India’s enacted the Companies (Accounts) Rules law that required backups of financial information, if primarily stored overseas, to be stored in India.\textsuperscript{127}

In 2015, India released a National Telecom Machine-to-Machine roadmap that requires all relevant gateways and application servers that serve customers in India to be located in India. The Roadmap has not yet been implemented.\textsuperscript{128}

Indian government agencies have also made data localization a requirement for cloud providers computing for public contracts. For example, in 2015, India’s Department of Electronics and Information Technology issued guidelines that cloud providers seeking accreditation for government contracts would have to require them to store all data in India.\textsuperscript{129}

\begin{tabular}{|p{0.2\textwidth}|p{0.8\textwidth}|}
\hline
\textbf{Indonesia} & Indonesia has a range of data-localization laws that cover a broad range of sectors and technologies. Indonesia has been expanding its range of localization policies as part of a persistent attachment to state-directed development and digital protectionism strategies. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

In 2012, Indonesia enacted a rule—regulation no. 82—regarding the Provision of Electronic System and Transactions, which requires “electronic systems operators for public service” to store data locally.\textsuperscript{130} Indonesian officials have stated that “public service” means any activity that provides a service by a public service provider, consistent with the broad definition of the term used in the implementing regulations to the 2009 Public Service Law. In 2014, Indonesia seemed to follow through on this as the government began considering a “Draft Regulation with Technical Guidelines for Data Centres” that would require Internet-based companies, such as Google and Facebook, to set up local data storage centers.\textsuperscript{131} The potentially broad effect of the law was evident by a spokesman’s comments that the law “covers any institution that provides information technology-based services.”\textsuperscript{132} Most recently, Indonesia’s Technology and Information Ministry issued regulation 20/2016 on personal data protection that stated that electronic system providers are required to process protected private data only in data centers and disaster recovery centers located in Indonesia.\textsuperscript{133}

Localization policies are also spreading to other areas. In 2014, Indonesia’s central bank enacted a rule that requires e-money operators to store data locally.\textsuperscript{134} In 2016, Indonesia’s Ministry of Communications and Informatics issued Circular Letter No. 3, which notifies over-the-top service
companies (such as Skype and WhatsApp) about new regulations, including the requirement to store data locally.  

Iran

Iran does not have an explicit personal data-protection act, but it has been slowly moving toward developing its own national intranet—the Halal Internet—to separate itself (as best it can) from the rest of the Internet, including moves toward greater data localization. Iran’s government operates an extensive online censorship regime. During political protests in 2009, Iran blocked Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. In 2015, Iran launched its own search engines, which only show approved websites. In August 2016, Iran set up its first government-paid cloud data center. In May 2016, Iran ordered foreign messaging apps, such as WhatsApp and Telegram, to store data from Iranian users locally.

Kazakhstan

Since 2005, Kazakhstan has required that all domestically registered domain names (i.e., those on the “.kz” top-level domain) operate on physical servers within the country. Furthermore, in 2015, Kazakhstan enacted an amendment to its personal data-protection law that requires owners and operators collecting and using personal data to keep such data in-country. The requirement for localization of personal data applies to companies established in Kazakhstan and individual proprietors in Kazakhstan, including branches and representative offices of foreign companies. It is not clear whether the localization requirement should apply to foreign companies without any legal presence in Kazakhstan but whose websites are accessible in Kazakhstan.

Kenya

In June 2016, Kenya released its draft National Information and Communications Technology Policy, which aims to update the government’s efforts to revise ICT-related economic policy. In the section on data centers, under the title of policy objectives, the report states that policy should “facilitate the development and enactment of legislation to support growth in IT service consumption—as an engine to spur data center growth.” While no data localization has been enacted (yet), this sounds suspiciously like an attempt to use localization for mercantilist ends.

Luxemburg

In 2012, Luxemburg’s financial services regulator issued a circular that financial institutions are required to process their data in-country, unless the overseas entity is part of the same company or if the data is transferred with explicit consent.

Malaysia

In 2010, Malaysia enacted the Personal Data Protection Act, which came into force in 2013. Personal data cannot be transferred outside Malaysia, unless the action has been approved by the Malaysian government. Exceptions to this rule include if the data subject has given approval, the transfer is part of a contract between the data subject and data user, if reasonable steps have been taken to protect the data, or if the transfer is necessary to protect the data subject’s vital interests. As with other countries, a consent requirement for transfer abroad is a burdensome requirement to satisfy.

The Netherlands

The Netherlands Public Records Act requires public records to be stored in archives in specific locations in the country.
In 2014, Nigeria enacted the “Guidelines for Nigerian Content Development in Information and Communications Technology (ICT),” which introduced several restrictions on cross-border data flows and mandated that all subscriber, government, and consumer data be stored locally. Furthermore, in 2011, Nigeria’s Central Bank introduced a measure that required all point-of-sale and ATM transactions to be processed locally. Under no circumstances are these transactions to be processed outside Nigeria.

New Zealand's Internal Revenue Act requires businesses to store business records in local data centers.

Poland required e-commerce entities to store customer details in Poland, but after an intervention by the European Commission, Poland was forced to lift the requirement, and it is now sufficient that the servers are in the EU. The Polish Gambling Act also requires online gambling firms to store all data relating to customer betting in the European Union.

In 2015, Romania enacted new online gambling regulations that require all data on players and their gambling activities to be stored in Romania.

Russia operates one of the most extensive sets of data-localization policies in the world. In 2015, Russia enacted a Personal Data Law that mandates that data operators who collect personal data about Russian citizens must “record, systematize, accumulate, store, amend, update and retrieve” data using databases physically located in Russia. This personal data may be transferred out, but only after it is first stored in Russia. Russia has threatened to shut down and fine websites, such as LinkedIn, that refuse to store data locally.

Furthermore, in 2016, Russia enacted extensive new data-localization requirements for telecommunications data. Russia’s approach is much broader than other countries’ telecommunications data-retention requirements, as it requires companies to store the actual content of users’ communications for six months, such as voice data, text messages, pictures, sounds, and video, not just the metadata (the who, when, and how long of communications). Second, it requires telecommunications companies and ISPs to cut services to users if they fail to respond to a request from law enforcement to confirm their identity (which raises a range of privacy issues).

In South Korea, the Personal Information Protection Act requires companies to obtain consent from “data subjects” (i.e., the individuals associated with particular data sets) prior to exporting that data. The act also requires “data subjects” to be informed of who receives their data, the recipient’s purpose for having that information, the period that information will be retained, and the specific personal information to be provided. This is clearly a substantial burden on companies trying to send data across borders.

Korea has used data localization requirements to protect local e-commerce and online payment operators. Korea’s Regulation on Supervision of Credit-Specialized Financial Business prohibited e-commerce firms from storing Korean customer’s credit card numbers outside the country. In 2013, Korea slightly revised this rule by allowing certain foreign e-commerce firms (those with stores in more than five countries) to store such data abroad.

In 2014, South Korea enacted a law—Act on the Establishment, Management, Etc. of Spatial Data—that prohibits mapping data from being stored outside the country due to security concerns.
is the only significant market in the world that maintains data localization requirements for mapping data. Korea has defended the policy as it wants to limit the availability of high-resolution commercial satellite imagery of Korea for national security reasons, even though such imagery is already available commercially.

In 2015, Korea enacted the Act on Promotion of Cloud Computing and Protection of Users. Subsequent guidelines—the Data Protection Standards for Cloud Computing Services Guidelines—contain rules that effectively require data localization as cloud computing networks serving public agencies have to be physically separate from networks serving the general public. While these guidelines are only “recommended” and there is no penalty for non-compliance, Korean institutions usually follow such guidelines. This discriminatory policy may have a significant affect as it applies to thousands of institutions, such as educational institutions, public banks, and public hospitals.

Sweden’s Financial Services Authority requires “immediate” access to data in its market supervision, which, according to business, the supervisory body interprets as being given physical access to servers. This amounts to de facto localization, as companies are forced to store data in Sweden.

Furthermore, Sweden has accounting requirements that force companies to store data about current company records and accounts in Sweden for seven years. In addition, there is the potential for Swedish government regulations to be interpreted such that data processed by a government agency needs to be held within Sweden, which would obviously affect cloud computing and ultimately result in data localization.

Article 21 of Taiwan’s Personal Data Protection Act permits government agencies the authority to restrict international transfers in the industries they regulate, under certain conditions, such as when the information involves major national interests, by treaty or agreement, inadequate protection, or when the foreign transfer is used to avoid Taiwanese laws.

In 2013, Turkey enacted a law—the Law on Payments and Security Settlement Systems, Payment Services and Electronic Money Institutions—that forces Internet-based payment services, such as PayPal, to store all data in Turkey for ten years. PayPal withdrew from the country after refusing to abide by this data localization requirement.

In 2016, Turkey enacted the Law on the Protection of Personal Data, which limits transfer of personal data out of Turkey and may require firms to store data on Turkish citizens in country. The law places burdensome obligations on data controllers and processors, requiring “express consent” from individuals to transfer personal data to another country. The need for specific and individual engagement holds the potential to act as de facto data localization. Turkey’s new law adopts a similarly untenable and unrealistic approach to international data flows and protection as that of the European Union by requiring country-by-country assessments of privacy protections. Turkey’s newly formed “Data Protection Board” (staffed with political appointees, not technical staff) will assess whether other countries provide an “adequate” level of privacy protection. Under this law, if the country receiving data from Turkey does not offer “adequate” protection, the Data Protection Board must provide permission for each transfer.
| **United Kingdom** | According to the United Kingdom’s Companies Act 2006, “if accounting records are kept at a place outside the United Kingdom, accounts and returns ... must be sent to, and kept at, a place in the United Kingdom, and must at all times be open to such inspection”.  
165 |
| **United States** | In 2015, the U.S. Department of Defense issued revised rules that require all cloud-computing service providers that work for the department to store data locally.  
166 |
| **Vietnam** | Vietnam has extensive data-localization policies in place as part of broad efforts to control Internet-based activities (for both political and commercial purposes). For example, Vietnam forbids direct access to the Internet through foreign ISPs and requires domestic ISPs to store information transmitted on the Internet for at least 15 days.  
167 |
|  | In January 2016, Vietnam released a draft regulation—Draft Decree Amending Decree 72—for over-the-top services (such as WhatsApp and Skype) that included a forced data-localization requirement.  
168 In 2013, Vietnam enacted a law—Decree 72—on the management, provision, and use of Internet services and online information that requires a broad range of online companies (such as social networks, online game providers, and general information websites) to have at least one server in Vietnam “serving the inspection, storage, and provision of information at the request of competent state management agencies.”  
169 In 2008, Vietnam enacted a law—Decree 90—against spam (unwanted emails and text messages) that forces relevant advertising companies involved in these activities to send emails and texts only from servers in Vietnam.  
170 |
| **Venezuela** | Venezuela has passed regulations requiring that IT infrastructure for payment processing be located domestically.  
171 |
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